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Spring Cleaning
by | Nancy Wallace

Grades 
PK–2

Most of us don’t like to clean, and if we do, 
there never seems to be enough time to 
do it. Librarians often have trouble keep-

ing books and toys organized when they are used 
so frequently. Parents and grandparents are con-
stantly telling children to pick up their toys. What 
if cleaning were fun? There is an amazing array of 
picture books on the subject, and this storytime 
program turns cleaning and picking up toys into  
a game! 

Begin by scattering toys on the floor in the 
program area. Mix together blocks, stuffed ani-
mals, miniature cars, puppets, or whatever toys 
you happen to have. As the children come in, 
let them find places to sit down among the toys. 
When you are ready to begin, bring a rabbit pup-
pet with you. Let the puppet comment on how 
messy the Story Time area is. Tell them that you 
are going to read a story that has some good ideas 
for cleaning up toys.

Picture Book
Clean up, Grumpy Bunny by Justine Korman 
Fontes. Scholastic, 2006.

Hopper O’Hare makes the biggest mess at 
school but never wants to help clean up. When 
he’s not allowed to participate in “hippety-hop” 
practice until he puts his toys away, a special 
friend shows him that cleaning up can be fun! She 
suggests “driving” toy cars into a garage, pretend-
ing to be a librarian when putting books away, 
and other playful ways of tidying up. This reader 
is divided into four short chapters. Soft pastel 
illustrations depict a warm, cozy classroom with 
a plump rabbit teacher. The unique sorting tech-
nique for toy clean-up is the inspiration for the 
next activity.

Toy Sorting Activity
Use carts, baskets, or boxes for toy storage. 
Designate each of your storage containers for a 
specific type of toy. See how quickly the children 
can clean up and put away the toys that are on 
the floor. When everything is put away, ask the 
children if they think this might be a good way to 
clean up their toys at home.

You can also turn this into a relay race for 
older children. Line the teams up side by side. 
Assign two or more types of toys to each team and 
give them corresponding containers to store them. 
(Make sure each team has the same number of 
toys.) Have the first person from each team grab 
a toy and put it in the designated container. Then 
have them run back and tag the next team mem-
ber. Whichever team collects all of their team’s toys 
first wins!
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Note: Older students could make cute pom-pom 
dust bunnies out of shaggy yarn with glued-on 
googly eyes.

Picture Book
How Do Dinosaurs Clean Their Rooms? by Jane 
Yolen & Mark Teague. Blue Sky Press, 2004.

Well-behaved dinosaurs clean up and put 
away their toys in this board book version 
designed for young readers.

Fingerplay 
Cleanup Song
by Nancy K. Wallace
(Sung to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle  
Little Star”)

It’s fun to clean and sing this song, (Clap in time 
as you sing)
Put everything where it belongs, (Clap in time as 
you sing)
Trains and trucks, planes and balls, (Move fists 
for train, roll hand over hand for truck, arms out to 
side for plane, and pretend to throw a ball for ball)
Blocks and bears and ducks and dolls. (Pretend 
to build with blocks, hug a toy bear, flap arms for 
duck, and rock the doll)
Mop and dust, scrub and sweep, (Make motions 
of mopping, dusting, scrubbing and sweeping)
It’s fun to clean and make things neat! (clap)

Picture Book
Read Maisy Cleans Up for younger children or 
Pooh’s Cleanup for older kids.

Maisy Cleans Up by Lucy Cousins. Candlewick 
Press, 2002. Maisy’s friend, Charlie, arrives while 
Maisy is cleaning. Charlie helps put away toys 
and wash windows. Then they enjoy Maisy’s 
homemade cupcakes when the work is done. 
This book emphasizes that cleaning is more fun 
with a friend.

Pooh’s Cleanup by Lauren Cecil. Grosset and 
Dunlap, 2011. After Christopher Robin’s birth-
day party, Pooh’s house is a mess. He tries to 
clean up but eats the leftover cake instead. 
When his friends return, he thinks they have 

Picture Book
Rhyming Dust Bunnies by Jan Thomas. Beach Lane 
Books, 2009.

While lovable dust bunnies Ed, Ned, and Ted 
spout off rhyming words, their friend Bob tries to 
warn them that someone is coming with a broom 
and dust pan. They barely escape by hiding under 
a piece of furniture. But when the vacuum cleaner 
comes along, they aren’t as lucky. With a “Thwptt,” 
they are all sucked up! The final page shows little 
eyes peeking out of the vacuum cleaner as Bob sug-
gests calling for help. The big, bright illustrations 
leap off the page! 

Before You Read
Explain what a dust bunny is. Ask the children if 
they have ever seen dust bunnies at home. Tell them 
that while most dust bunnies are gray, the ones in 
the book are all very pretty colors!

Dust Bunny Activity
Use the templates on pages 5-6 to help you make 
dust bunnies! The dust bunny body can be copied 
on construction paper or cardstock. Use bright, bold 
colors like the dust bunnies in the book. The tem-
plate with the features should be copied on white 
cardstock or construction paper. Several different 
versions of the eyes, nose, and mouth are included. 
Older children may want to cut out the eyebrows, 
too. Leave them off for preschoolers, or precut the 
features for the children. Provide enough bodies and 
features so that each child has a choice. Put each 
child’s name on the back of the dust bunny before 
they glue the features on. Leave the dust bunnies on 
a table to dry while you read the next book.
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forgotten something, but they have come to help 
him clean! This is another book where cleaning is 
much more fun with a friend—or several of them.

Game
Ten Forgotten Toys 
by Nancy K. Wallace
(Sung to the tune of “100 Bottles of Beer on  
the Wall”)

Have children form a circle; include adults to 
ensure the game goes smoothly. Scatter ten toys 
on the floor inside the circle along with an empty 
crate or container. As you sing each verse, allow 
one child to pick up and pass one toy around the 
circle. Have the last person receive the toy, and 
then place the toy in the container. Begin with a 
new toy for each verse. Continue until all ten toys 
have been put away in the container. The game 
can be adjusted to fit the number of children you 
have playing it. Simply add more verses.

Verse 1: Ten forgotten toys on the floor,
 Ten forgotten toys,
 After you play,
 Put them away.
 Nine forgotten toys on the floor.

Verse 2 Nine forgotten toys on the floor, etc.

Verse 10: One forgotten toy on the floor,
 One forgotten toy,
 Put it away
 We’re done for today!
 No more forgotten toys on the floor! 

Picture Book 
Pip Squeak by Sarah Weeks. HarperCollins, 2007.

Pip Squeak spends all day cleaning his house 
because his friend Max is coming at three o’clock 
for tea. When Max comes he trashes the place, 
destroying all of Pip Squeak’s work. Pip Squeak 
quips, “I like you, Max, I really do. But next time . 
. . can I visit YOU?” Funny rhyme and bright illus-
trations make this great for storytime sharing.

Discuss what families do when guests come 
to visit. Ask what kinds of things kids can do that 
would make cleaning up easier. Ask them why 
putting things back after they are finished saves 
time later on. Mention anything special you do in 

your library that helps keep books in order. (Do 
you have a basket or cart for books that need to 
be returned to the shelves? Do you use the Shelf 
Elf program [Available from Upstart/Highsmith] 
to make sure books are put back on the shelf  
in order?)

In the story, Pip Squeak invites Max to tea. 
Sometimes we make special food when someone 
comes to visit. Ask the kids what they think Pip 
Squeak might have made for Max to eat. Explain 
that you have special cookies for them to decorate!

Sugar Cookie Dust Bunnies 
(Remember, always ask parents about their children’s 
allergies before serving food at library functions.)

Ask for parent volunteers to help with this 
activity. Purchase or bake round flat sugar cook-
ies for each child. Make or buy basic butter cream 
icing and tint it in bright dust bunny colors. 
Provide chocolate chips for eyes. Place icing in 
bowls and make several stations with icing, plastic 
knives, chocolate chips, and cookies. Ask one or 
two parents to help at each station. Have them 
give each child a paper plate to ice their cookie 
on. Children may eat the cookies when they are 
finished. Provide sandwich bags for kids who may 
want to take their cookie home.

When everyone goes home, encourage them to 
help clean up at home!
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Additional Picture Books
•	 Five Little Monkeys With Nothing to Do by Eileen 

Christelow. Clarion Books, 1991.
 On summer vacation, five little monkeys com-

plain they have nothing to do. Their mother 
asks them to clean their room and the bathroom 
because their Grandma Bessie is coming. When 
they are finished, they leave to pick berries for 
their grandma. They return muddy and tired, 
leaving a trail of dirt behind them just as their 
grandma arrives!

•	 Just a Mess by Mercer Mayer. Random House, 
1997.

 Little critter can’t find his baseball mitt. When 
his mom suggests he clean his room, he shoves 
everything in his closet, chest of drawers and 
under his bed. At the last minute his baseball 
glove turns up.

•	 The Mess by Jennifer Wolfe. Annick Press, 2002.
 When Mom and Dad decide that Noah and 

Emma need to help clean the house, it turns into 
an all-day job. When they finish, they throw a 
party and—you guessed it—the house is a disas-
ter again! This book is great for older kids, as the 
story has blanks to be filled in by the child. It 
comes with two pages of reusable stickers with 
lots of funny options. 

•	 Max Cleans Up by Rosemary Wells. Puffin Books, 
2000.

 Lovable Max defies his sister Ruby’s attempts 
to clean up his room. As she pitches, trashes, 
and straightens, he deftly pockets his treasures. 
The final page reveals the sticky, grimy mess in 
Max’s bulging pocket: sand, ants, melted pop-
sicles and more!

The following books are out of print but 
worth borrowing from another library.
•	 Sticky People by Tony Johnston. 

HarperCollins Publishers, 2006.
 A group of sticky children get increasingly 

stickier and dirtier as they play their way 
through the day. Finally, they are bathed 
and turned into “shiny people” as they are 
tucked into bed. The rhymning verse makes 
this book sing. All the sticky incidents are 
not only possible, but probable!

•	 Another Fine Mess by Tony Bonning. Little 
Tiger Press, 1998.

 When Fox receives a letter that his Uncle 
Ferdinand is coming to visit that afternoon, 
he springs into action. As he sweeps all the 
litter out of his house, he drops it down a 
hole, where it lands in Badger’s living room. 
Badger collects the trash and drops it into 
another hole, right onto the rabbit fam-
ily’s dinner table! The trash continues to be 
passed on until it ends up on the road just 
as Uncle Ferdinand passes by. This book 
makes a good discussion-starter about the 
proper way to dispose of trash.

•	 The Day Jake Vacuumed by Simon James. 
Candlewick Press, 2002.

 Jake doesn’t want to help with chores 
around the house. When his mother asks 
him to vacuum, he sucks up the cat, his 
mother, his sister, and his dad. He is enjoy-
ing having the house to himself, when the 
vacuum cleaner explodes, releasing his fam-
ily. Jake is sent to bed without any supper, 
but he doesn’t mind. He knows his mother 
will never ask him to vacuum again!

❖  ❖  ❖

Nancy K. Wallace, Youth Services Coordinator 
at Ellwood City Area Public Library, oversees pro-
gramming for infants through young adults, ranging 
from baby lapsits to teen book discussion groups. 
She also presents professional multi-district work-
shops. Her library has received five Best Practices 
Awards from the Pennsylvania Library Association 
for excellence in children’s programming, in addi-
tion to the David J.Roberts EXCEL Award in 2008. 
Her children’s poetry and stories have appeared in 
national magazines, and she has reviewed Young 
Adult Literature for VOYA magazine for the past 
fifteen years. E-mail her at childrenslib@zoomin-
ternet.net.
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